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ABSTRACT 
History has shown that no society could stand no statute or Ghyrmdvn and the survival and 
continuity of government can be found in the according to the law. And it is clear that the 
policy is a constant concern of government leaders and was not applicable. Without justice 
and the rule of law, respect for all remains at the heart not. In Ancient importance of justice 
was indoctrinated from childhood to people as Xenophon says "Pars children go to school 
to learn justice And presumably as the countries we send children to school to teach 
literature Pars children to learn in the school of justice to die " (Gezenefun, translated 
doctor Bahman.Karimi/1971/8) In Zoroastrianism, the referee just and honest and 
righteous praise and impartiality in hearing about Zoroastrianism is emphasized. (Ahmad 
Ashraf / 1963/122) 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Despite the fact that the governments of almost all powers in the hands of the king of ancient Persia, and the 

issue of separation of powers, it is not , But a separation of responsibility in the person of the king can be 

seen,The legal responsibility of the person at the center of the king, and in the provinces was the satrap, while 

the executive responsibility for judicial matters further is the responsibility of the Zoroastrian Clergymen. And 

all citizens have the right to see the injustice in the judgment of the Chief Justice Shah as they appeal. According 

to his teacher about the importance of justice, Cyrus said: "It is in accordance with the law and the right to 

justice and the right to deviate from the path of oppression and injustice, and it is a righteous judge the validity 

of the law and according to Ftvaysh is. Plato also wrote about Darius: Darius legislation that rules the kingdom 

of him until my life is preserved and protected from any harm. 

 

Judges ancient Iran: 

 Ancient Iranian judges, in both formal and informal Kardavry you have, and the often informal judgment 

elders and elders have the responsibility of families and tribes. More official in charge of the Zoroastrian priests 

and Clergymen and judgment, and judgment of political crimes, in particular with kings and governors have 

been appointed, he states. However, the judges and the period can be divided: 

A) The Chief Justice Shah: The Shah of Iran had been Drras judicial pyramid. The king was the supreme 

judicial and this is only hypothetical and no multiple accounts is not what Brdalt you Sassanid kings testifies 

that if someone in the local justice authorities did not always have the right to refer to the king and to reach its 

goal. The evidence proved that motivation superiors ancient kings had all the judges. 

B) priests and judges, because of the ancient belief and religion of Zoroastrianism society plays an important 

role in people's minds. 

 And also due to the long period of the history of religion in ancient Persia has been at the forefront of 

power. And legal texts, religious literature was religion, can be a major part of the Clergymen ancient 

Zoroastrian Iranian judicial device found: 

 The district court ruled that the spiritual man judges and judicial officers of a special office had been priest 

or HIRBOD. As we know HIRBOD sometimes as a judge to have an order. 

 In this regard, also said judges of the Clergymen were given because they only had the information and the 

legal information. 

 Zarrinkoob also writes about the Sasanian period, "in which justice was concerned was HIRBOD play a 

major role Normal rules were familiar with religious law. (Zarrinkoub,Abdul Hussain/ 1989/504.) 

     C): Other judges: 
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 Judge Corps (Army Dazvar), a family judge (big family) 

 

Judge (Datehbera): 

 Often, Dath for the chiefs, princes (WesPouran),a wise and experienced elders were elected. 

In the name of justice respect Sassanid important and people are experienced and just sat on the throne of 

judgment. Of course, this is all due to the fact that "leadership was inherited from father to son was. 

 

Appointments and dismissals of judges: 

 Judges installed by the king as chief justice was done and the dismissal of the judge stated: "Judges elected 

king of the Persians until death do their job unless they are dismissed due to lack of justice. Their trial judges are 

to interpret their national law in all matters decide. (Christensen, Arthur, Rashid Yasami / 1999/409) 

 

The.result: 

 Having said that about the position of a judge who had it in ancient Persia, there is a lot of information But 

it can be concluded that according to the official judges, and judges appointed by the king, most of the elders 

and the family of origin as well as Clergymen were Zoroastrians. Has its privileges, property and income have 

been many and perhaps certain advantages in relation to the position they would have been judged. In this 

regard writes Ehteshamosaltaneh: Justice has been a high official in the Achaemenian era. Achaemenian Empire 

of justice and its implementation is one of the top programs in the country had set his reign This is why the 

judges in this time of great benefits and privileges have been great. (Ehteshamosaltaneh,M,/1976/98.) 
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